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Madam Chair, Members of the Committee, for the record, my name is Bill Hallinan. I am an information systems auditor with the division.I will be speaking to you about the Data Security and Operational Performance of Montana’s Computer-Assisted Mass Appraisal and Tax System (Orion). We conducted an audit of Orion over this past year.Audit staff include Miki Cestnik and myself. Joining us from the Department of Revenue is the Director Walborn, Deputy Director Helfert, and Property Assessment Bureau Chief Gordon Conn and [other DOR staff]Before I start, I would like to thank the Department of Revenue, its Property Assessment Bureau, the Information Technology Office, and Security Office for their time and assistance during this audit.Let’s start …. 



• Produces taxpayer assessments
notices and report County assessed  
values by statutory deadlines.

Orion is Essential to Montana’s Property Tax System 
• 977,000+ properties of all types

• Ownership, maps, legal 
descriptions, sketches, pictures, 
sales agreements, appraisal dates, 
appeals, and owner information. 

• 20% of state revenues and 90% of 
local government revenues. $1.75 
billion base on Orion’s data.
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Orion is essential to Montana’s property tax system. When PAD employees appraise any one of the more than 977,000 properties in Montana, they use Orion to store their work. Since 2009, Orion has stored every detail necessary to appraise the most real property in Montana. Orion contains property maps, ownership history, legal descriptions, sketches, photographs, sales agreements, appraisal dates, appeals, confidential owner information, and more.The property assessment division (PAD) works under statutory deadlines. PAD uses Orion and its subsystems to collect appraisal-related data, check it for errors, process it, model it for taxable value, confirm values with taxpayers, manages appeals, and then transfer assessed value to each county for local tax bills. The revenues based on Orion’s work accounts for 20% of state revenues and 90% of local government revenues. In total, about $1.75 billion based on Orion’s data.Now we know Orion’s importance, let’s look at some risks to it …



• Correct data entry
• Efficient work practices
• Working knowledge
• Effective training

• Can a privileged insider 
accidentally or maliciously 
destroy, change, or add 
data?

• Confidential information
• Data for tax calculations
• Security controls
• Archival records

Security

Risks and Objectives

• Statewide access
• Program functionality
• Speedy operations
• Recently saved work

• Do all Orion users feel well-
trained and confident? 

• Do they trust the accuracy 
and reliability of Orion?

Risk (Uncontrolled Loss of): Example:

IntegrityPerformance

• How often is Orion 
unavailable, slow, or caused 
work to be redone?
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Risk and Audit Objectives Risk means the potential for uncontrolled loss of something of value. Although DOR continuously works to reduce risk, we wanted to know how well DOR was managing risk that affects Orion. Objective 1 dealt with Orion security. Because confidential information, like Social Security Number, is held within the system and all the data is important to make accurate calculations, we look for missing security controls that have the potential for uncontrolled loss of valuable data. For example, can a privileged insider accidentally or maliciously destroy, change, or add data, including security data? Objective 2 dealt with integrity. Because Montana’s property tax structure relies on valid, accurate data across the state, and relies on well trained staff, we looked for missing or corrupt data, work processes or training that might result in a loss of confidence and trust. For example, do Orion users feel well-trained and confident. Do they trust the accuracy and reliability of Orion? Objective 3 dealt with performance. Because this system is used in every corner of the state with mass amounts of data and calculations, we looked for instances where Orion performances has the potential to slow or stop work. Are users impacted by Orion’s performance?Let’s look at the scope of who and what was involved in the audit … 



Scope
• Department of Revenue (DOR)
• Property Appraisal Division (PAD)
• Security Office (SO)
• State Information Technology Service Division (SITSD)
• Information Technology Office (ITO)
• The Vendor

• Orion Computer System (file, application, data servers)
• Companion Systems (application and data servers)
• Infrastructure (network and remote connectivity)

• January 1, 2018 to October 20, 2019

Stakeholders & 
Agreements

Systems

Data Dates
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Our Audit engagement was with the Revenue Department, but there were other stakeholders involved like SITSD and the vendor. The scope of the audit contained IT assets including Orion computer program, it’s companion systems, infrastructure, supporting parties and their agreements.Data for the audit came from data in three databases using the common date range of 1/1/2018 to 10/20/2019. Let me summarize the audit results then I’ll go into recommendation details



Audit Summary
Orion is supporting the processes it is supposed to.

Because Orion is the second most important state IT 
asset fundamental to local and state revenue, the 
partners that maintain Orion need to focus on their roles 
in providing better service, performance, security 
controls, and training.

• 4 concurred
• 3 conditionally concurred 
• 1 partially concurred
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Summary SlideFirst, Orion is performing its job. It is supporting the processes it is supposed to. DOR uses it daily and relies upon it.  Because Orion is the second most important state IT asset fundamental to local and state revenue, the partners that maintain Orion need to focus on their roles in providing better service, security controls, training, and performance. There were eight recommendations. The Department of Revenue concurred with four, partially concurred with one, and conditionally concurred with three. Now, I will walk you through the recommendations, beginning with service and performance …



• Each party has high expectations for their own services, but no shared 
expectations for Orion as a whole.Establish objective baselines and expectations for Orion performance

#1 Establish Objective Baseline Expectations for 
Orion Performance

PAD
DOR 

ITDOR
Security

SITSD
Vendor

The department concurs.

• 14% to 42% of users reported experiencing some performance problems 
depending on their activity.
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Our first recommendation is to establish objective baselines and expectations for Orion performance.  The department concurs.A baseline is an expectation that is measurable. Service level agreements depend upon shared measurable expectations. Five parties are responsible for maintaining their piece Orion: DOR Security PAD, DOR IT, PAD, SITSD, and the software vendor. Each party has high expectations for their own services, but no shared expectations for Orion. We found no shared criteria or agreements to ensure performance.For example, we looked at seven common tasks where users report their expectations are not met and met. Depending on the area, 14% to 42% of users reported experiencing some performance problems.Another example. The department and vendor share responsibility for the performance of the Orion database. And even though both parties have the skills fix problems, no agreement exists on who does what when.Establishing objective baselines and expectations for Orion performance ensure the communication happens to identify, to resolve, and to use Orion confidently into the future. Communication takes teamwork so our second recommendations is …



#2 Assign a Team to Manage Agreement Process

Best practice: have agreements to improve 
performance and the means to formally 
communicate with parties involved.

The department partially concurs pending further discussions with parties on 
the ability to enter into an enforceable Service Level Agreements (SLA).

Define SLA

Establish 
Agreements

Monitor 
Agreements

Address 
Variances

Assess 
Providers

with 
multiple
parties

Effect of weak agreements:
• Frustrations between parties.
• Accepting lower expectations for 

performance.
• Dissatisfaction with delays in 

resolving issues.
• Difficulty determining root causes.
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Our second recommendation is for the department to establish a team to manage and lead the service-level or agreement process on an ongoing basis. The department partially concurs pending further discussions with parties on the ability to enter into an enforceable Service Level Agreements (SLA).Establishing these agreements take work as well as monitoring, maintaining, addressing issues, and assessing providers. The team needs purpose, leadership, and willing and able participants. Best practice: have agreements to improve performance and the means to formally communicate with parties involved.We saw these effects from weak agreements: Frustrations between parties.Accepting lower expectations for performance.Dissatisfaction with delays in resolving issues.Difficulty determining root causesNow, let us look at a specific performance issue ….



#3 Mitigate Risks of Using Query and Analysis Tool

• PAD uses a query and analysis tool 
for reports and statistical analysis 

The department conditionally concurs based on a review for FTE request.

• It’s useful and continues to grow. 
Effect of uncontrolled growth:

• Crash of the report database
• No users logs. No who, what, when, 

where, how, why, so….
• No measures for managing use
• Easy to take Orion data
• No coordinated performance 

improvements
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While reviewing performance, we identified one specific tool that had the potential to really impact performance. DOR needs to #3 Mitigate Risks of Using Query and Analysis Tool critical to its business. The department conditionally concurs based on a review for FTE request.PAD uses a software tool for creating and deploying reports, including statistical analysis of data. This tool has gradually taken the place of other reporting tools.  It was so successful, it’s use grew without additional planning for its security and performance impacts.  Without the monitoring a couple things are happening. First, some users can create reports that bring the reporting server to its knees, impacting other report users. Second, no one knows how many reports were run, by whom, what information was downloaded, nor where it is stored. Lack of monitoring controls adversely impact security, availability, and efficiency. Let’s move now to security. 



#4 Prioritize the Orion Security Plan

• Orion security plan was not updated.

The department concurs.

• Orion security plan was 
second in priority after
DOR’s income tax 
program.

• Access logs were not reviewed.

• Confidential data was exposed 
because some Orion sub-
systems were missing in plan.
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DOR needs to prioritize the Orion Security Plan and implement it. The department concurs.When we reviewed security, we identified the security plan was not finished, but in the process of being updated. Access logs were not reviewedConfidential data was exposed because some Orion sub-systems were missing in plan.Orion security plan was second in priority after DOR’s income tax program.Orion does not have an updated security plan due mostly to other DOR priorities. DOR’s Security Office focuses first on state and federal income tax information where most highly classified information resides. In addition, these systems are continually audited by the Internal Revenue Service, so the Security Office spends more time preparing and reviewing for these audits. Because Orion is not regulated or audited by a third party, less time is spent managing its security. Another security issue had to do with access and accounts …



#5 Monitor Contactor Access and 
#6 Eliminate Shared Accounts

• Under certain conditions, unauthorized users may enter and 
make changes in the Orion. 

When we brought issues to the department, they addressed access 
issues, but need more time to address account issues. 

The department concurs.

• Separation of duty issues occurred when granting access to 
Orion. 

• One shared account had administrative control of the Orion. It is 
shared by vendor and DOR Orion administrators.

• We found users with access who were no longer assigned to 
work in Orion. 
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DOR needs to update and maintain Orion access management procedures that limit and #5 Monitor Contactor Access and #6 Eliminate Shared Accounts. The department concurs.When we brought access issues to the department addressed them. The department requires more time to resolve the account issues with the vendor. The risk we identified was, under certain conditions, unauthorized users may enter and make changes in the Orion. Orion has over 200 users that need to have current role assignments, amid regular and expected staff turnover. We identified users with access that were no longer assigned to work in OrionWe separation of duty issues with granting access to users. We also found one shared account that had administrative control of the Orion application. A person using this account has all administrative privileges within Orion. Although it is secured, it is not as secure as per state policy requires.  Finally, we turn to how Orion data can be used to Definition: Separation of duties is how no one person has sole control over the lifespan of a transaction. Ideally, no one person should be able to initiate, record, authorize and reconcile a transaction. Purpose: All organizations should separate functional responsibilities. The separation of duties assures that mistakes, intentional or unintentional, cannot be made without being discovered by another person.



• All of Orion updates, 
changes, and additions 
are tracked by person, 
location, date, and time, 
so patterns exist that 
can help identify areas 
for training and QA. 

• PAD staff are 
geographically 
dispersed and 
dependent upon 
their training. Orion 
users must be 
efficient and 
accurate to meet 
their goals.

• Orion users report their favorite ways 
to train are trial and error and 
shadowing coworkers. 

Training informed by data and logs 
can target these areas upstream
rather than downstream. QA 
based on actual usage.

Benefits: leverages the value 
contained in existing data. Catch 
errors as they happen and makes 
training more effective, efficient, 
and useful for changing behavior.

Risks are:
• Introduces errors that have to be 

corrected later.
• Shadowing someone that doesn’t 

understand Orion well. 

#7 Review Orion Data and 
#8 Coordinate Targeted Training based on Orion Data
The department concurs with coordinating training and targeting training, and 

conditionally concurs with reviews of log & data based on review for FTE request. 
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The department concurs with coordinating training and targeting training, and conditionally concurs with reviews of log & data based on review for FTE requestPAD staff are geographically dispersed and dependent upon their training. Orion users must be efficient and accurate to meet their goals.All of Orion updates, changes, and additions are tracked by person, location, date, and time, so patterns exist that can help identify areas for training. Orion users report their favorite ways to train are trial and error and shadowing coworkers. Risks are:	Introduces errors that have to be corrected later.Shadowing someone that doesn’t understand Orion well. Training informed by data and logs can target these areas upstream rather than downstream. Benefit: leverages the value contained in existing datacatch errors as they happen and make training more effective and efficient.This ends my presentation on recommendations.



Thank You

Department of Revenue, the Property Assessment Bureau, 
the Information Technology Office, and the Security Office 

Any Questions?
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 End SlideAgain, I would like to extend my appreciation to the Legislative Audit Committee for prioritizing this Audit, to the Department of Revenue, the Property Assessment Bureau, the Information Technology Office, and the Security Office for their involvement throughout the process. And with that, Madam Chair, I will open it up for questions. 
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